Signal transduction inside and across the cells, also called cellular signaling, is key to most biological functions and is ultimately related with both life and death of the organisms. The processes giving rise to the propagation of biosignals are complex and extremely cooperative and occur in a far-from thermodynamic equilibrium regime. They are also driven by activation kinetics strongly dependent on local energetics. For these reasons, a nonequilibrium thermodynamical description, taking into account not just the activation of second messengers, but also transport processes and dissipation is desirable. Here we present a proposal for such a formalism, that considers cells as small thermodynamical systems and incorporates the role of fluctuations as intrinsic to the dynamics in a spirit guided by mesoscopic nonequilibrium thermodynamics. We present also a minimal model for cellular signaling that includes contributions from activation, transport, and intrinsic fluctuations. We finally illustrate its feasibility by considering the case of FAS signaling which is a vital signal transduction pathway that determines either cell survival or death by apoptosis.
Introduction
Survival of living organisms is intimately linked to their ability to react quite efficiently to even extremely weak external signals. Common examples are the reaction of the human eye to single light photons [1, 2] , the reaction of a male butterfly to a single pheromone molecule coming from a female at a distance that sometimes is in the order of kilometers [3] , and so forth. Cellular receptors react to hormones, cytokines, or antigens at very low concentrations. This strong reaction to a weak impulse is attained by an amplification process which is performed by means of special pathways of free energy transduction. Mechanisms such as immune system response, thermal-shock inhibitions, and cardiovascular rearrangement in response to environmental changes are all mediated by signaling processes. Signal transduction (information flow) is, thus, equally important, if not more important, for the functioning of a living organisms than metabolism and energy flow.
Signal transduction or cell signaling is the generic name of the set of concatenated processes or stages in which a cell transforms a certain signal or stimulus-either intercellular or intracellular-into another signal or a specific response. Cell signaling affects the complex arrangement of biochemical reactions inside the cell that takes place by means of enzymes that are bounded to other molecules called second messengers. Each process takes place in fast times, with dynamic ranges between a few milliseconds in most cases, to a few seconds in the case of more complex signaling cascades. Intricate and very sensible molecular biology experiments have shown cell signaling to be rate processes, that is, kineticguided phenomena determined by previous systems settings [4] .
The wide variety of physicochemical signals to which cells may respond may seem to imply on a wide range of signal transduction mechanisms. However, only a handful of event chains is able to generate proper response to every stimulus in different cell subtypes which points to generalistic strategies commonly beginning with the action of cell receptors. Many signal transduction processes are then usually started by the adhesion of a ligand protein to a membrane receptor that then activates either itself or other receptor (or series of 2 Journal of Thermodynamics receptors) thus converting the initial stimulus into a response that once inside the cell provokes a chain of biochemical events known as a signaling cascade or second messenger pathway which results in the amplification of the signal.
The archetypal example here is that of the epinephrine cascade. It is known that epinephrine (adrenaline) stimulates the liver to convert glycogen to glucose in liver cells, but epinephrine alone would not convert glycogen to glucose. In an outstanding experimental tour de force that granted him the 1971 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, Earl Sutherland found that epinephrine had to trigger a second messenger, cyclic AMP, for the liver to convert glycogen to glucose [5] . Secondary messenger systems can be synthesized and activated by the action of enzymes, for instance, cyclases that synthesize cyclic nucleotides. Second messengers also form by opening of ion channels to allow influx of metal ions (e.g., calcium signaling). These second messengers then bind and activate protein kinases, ion channels, and other proteins continuing the signaling cascade.
The role that activation kinetics and other energy-driven dynamic processes play in cell signaling makes evident the need for a thermodynamic description. Most studies to date are based in equilibrium thermodynamics assumptions [6, 7] or, in any case, coarse-grained approaches [8] . Specific applications of nonequilibrium thermodynamics have been studied in the past [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] focusing on single features such as switching, sensitivity, and controllability. Thus, a nonequilibrium thermodynamics analysis of cell signaling, describing transport processes, activation kinetics and nonlocal effects is desirable.
Some particular cases of signaling dynamics have been studied, even at the nonequilibrium statistical physics level of description, for instance, by means of information theoretical approaches [14] . In such studies, a positive correlation between the channel capacity (i.e., the informationcarrying capacity of the signaling networks) and freeenergy expenditure has been observed. For phosphorylationdephosphorylation switches, hydrolysis-free energy is in the sustained high concentration of ATP and low concentrations of ADP, that is, away from thermochemical equilibrium. This deviation from equilibrium implies, among other things, that useful hydrolysis-free energy does not come from the phosphate bond of the ATP molecule alone but from more complex-systemic mechanisms.
Nonequilibrium thermodynamic entropy and entropy production have been studied, to gain dynamic signaling information transfer, in insulin transduction [11] . In that case, entropy production rates show a broad secondary peak in time that represents a possible evidence of the decrease of the concentration of membrane GLUT4 (a so called backflow), thus to the reduction of insulin efficiency. Interestingly, at least in that case entropic contributions take a leading role in controlling signaling efficiency. Pathway selectivity driven by receptor-receptor interaction has also been studied by means of thermodynamic models [8] . Ligand-induced oligomerization of cell-surface receptors is driven by cooperative behavior. Oligomerization occurs due to interaction between nearest-neighbor receptors. This type of cooperativity can exhibit a first-order phase transition, corresponding to a jump in the surface density of ligandreceptor complexes. Clustering could be described by the statistical mechanics of a simple lattice Hamiltonian. Receptorreceptor interaction may lead to a first-order phase transition with a discontinuous jump in the receptor density as a function of the receptor chemical potential and/or the ligand concentration [8] .
Thermodynamical studies of biomolecular switches could be quantitatively described by a simple 3-state population-shift model, in which the equilibrium between a nonbinding, nonsignaling state and the binding-competent, signaling state is shifted toward the latter upon target binding. Performance of biomolecular switches can be sensibly tuned via mutations that alter their switching thermodynamics [7] . Thermodynamic conditions in the intracellular medium hence alter sensitivity, control, and effective information transfer in signaling networks [14] .
Moreover, as we may see later, typical settings in signal transduction correspond with complex nonequilibrium stages [15] . In fact, even relatively simple signaling models such as the phosphorylation-dephosphorylation switches exhibit bistability due to feedback, and the related nonequilibrium steady state even presents a phase transition [16] . Such complex behavior led some researchers to propose that non-linear deterministic biochemical behavior is dynamically trapped between stochastic dynamics, both at the molecular signaling level and at the cellular evolution level [16] . This proposition raised from an analysis of the so-called chemical master equation which is founded in the tenets of non-linear nonequilibrium thermodynamics [10, 17] .
Thermodynamic models of cell signaling aim to model and describe these phenomena at the basic level, and applications of thermodynamic modeling in search of therapeutic action have been recently developed [18] . Claims have been made that fast binding kinetics was advantageous for most targets with a couple of exceptions, that targeting some protein kinases could enhance rather than attenuate the pathway, and that therapeutic doses could be sensitive to the kinetic parameters of drug binding. Thermo-kinetic rates have been shown to play an important role in the dynamics of signaling and immune response. Plasmon resonance-based thermodynamics points out to slow-signaling modified second-messenger variants have similar affinities but distinctly faster dissociation rates that compared with the original messengers and that this may be behind their lower activity. Signaling deregulation could be starting not at the biochemical (recognition) but at the thermodynamical (dissociation rates) levels [19] . In fact, thermodynamic studies are now part of the drug-design tools of pharmaceutical chemistry. In fact, thermodynamic and kinetic analyses are sources of deeper insight into specificity of molecular recognition processes and signaling [20] . Such advances had led to research efforts combining statistical thermodynamic models in combination with experimental data [21] . Preliminary results of these studies are very promising.
A proposal for a nonequilibrium thermodynamics formalism including the role of fluctuations as intrinsic to the dynamics, and the role of transport processes is made in this Journal of Thermodynamics 3 work. We detail a minimal model for cellular signaling that considers activation, transport, and intrinsic fluctuations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss the role that stochastic fluctuations and transport processes play in biological signal transduction, in Section 3 we develop a nonequilibrium thermodynamics formalism of cell signaling and from it we derive a minimalist model, Section 4 deals with the biology of direct FAS signaling in apoptosis that in its simplest version (here presented) is akin to our minimalist model, finally in Section 5 we discuss some potential applications, the scope and limitations of our formalism as well as some perspectives.
Cell Signaling and Stochasticity and Nonlocality
One source of complexity in the nonequilibrium thermodynamical characterization of cell signaling is the fact that a cell is a small system; that is, cellular dimensions do not permit the immediate application of the thermodynamic limit. Specifically, the role that fluctuations and stochasticity may play within such scenarios is not completely clear. A formalism to study small systems thermodynamics in equilibrium has been developed [22, 23] , and some results were even expected to extend to local equilibrium settings within cellular sized biosystems [24] . However, one important drawback in completing such theoretical frameworks at that time was the lack of proper experimental settings to test their hypotheses. Nevertheless, with the development of modern techniques, such as microscopic manipulation by means of atomic force microscopes, optical tweezers, and cold traps, this situation has been overcome at least partially. Theories have been developed including mesoscopic thermodynamical approaches [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and also studies made by means of fluctuation theorems [30] [31] [32] [33] . Some of these theoretical results have been even experimentally tested. Due to the low copy number of many reactants in cells, and the nonequilibrium nature of the many intracellular reactions, signal transduction may result from stochastic intracellular events. Distribution analyses of cell responses provide a means to probe the stochastic character of intracellular signaling. A goal is to determine the class of stochasticity that affects intracellular pathways [34] . Stochasticity has been measured experimentally, it has been also incorporated in molecular simulations, and it has been discovered that locality and Gaussian behavior are not always present. In fact, transient multipeak distributions have been observed in computer simulations of cell-signaling dynamics. The emergence of these complex distributions cannot be explained using either deterministic chemical kinetics or simple Gaussian noise approximation [35] .
Multipeak distributions are typically transient and eventually evolve into single-peak distributions in certain cases these distributions may be stable in the limit of long times. It has also been shown that introducing positive feedback loops results in diminution of the probability distribution complexity. This effect is so strong that even stochastic resonance has been reported in signaling cascades [36] where certain optimal reaction rates minimize the average threshold-crossing time. A noisy signal reaches the threshold more easily when the upstream and downstream reaction time scales are related in a specific way, indicating the existence of internal resonances embedded in cellular signaling cascades [36] ; that is, nonequilibrium thermodynamic couplings exist between different modes (as characterized by their corresponding relaxation times) a feature that can be accounted by certain nonequilibrium thermodynamics formalisms (see next section). This may seem to point out on how the rates of various nodes could be collectively tuned in protein-signaling networks in such a way that signals are optimally picked up and biological information is transmitted through the signaling cascade.
Irreversible Thermodynamics of Cell Signaling
As we have just pointed out, systems outside the thermodynamic limit are characterized by large fluctuations and hence stochastic effects. The classic thermodynamic theory of irreversible process (also called linear irreversible thermodynamics, LIT) [37] provides us with a coarse-grained description of the systems, thus ignoring the molecular nature of matter studying it as a continuum media by means of a phenomenological field theory. As such LIT is not suitable for the description of small systems because it ignores fluctuations that could become the dominant factor in the system's response. Nevertheless, in many instances, it would be desirable to have a thermodynamic theoretical framework to study small systems, most noticeably in cellular and subcellular processes like signal transduction. One way to do so is by considering the stochastic nature of the time evolution of small nonequilibrium systems. This is the approach of Mesoscopic Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics (MNETs) [26] . MNET for small systems can be understood as the extension of the equilibrium thermodynamics of small systems developed by Hill and Chamberlin [22] and Hill [23, 24] . MNET, for instance, was developed to analyze nonequilibrium small systems. Any reduction of the spatio-temporal scale description of a system implies an increase in the number of noncoarse-grained degrees of freedom. These degrees of freedom could be related with the extended variables in extended irreversible thermodynamics (EITs) [38] . In order to characterize such variables, let us say that there exist a set Υ = {υ i } of such non-equilibrated degrees of freedom. P(Υ, t) is the probability that the system is at a state given by Υ at time t. If one assumes [27] that the evolution of the degrees of freedom could be described as a diffusion process in Υ-space, then the corresponding Gibbs equation could be written as
μ(Υ) is a generalized chemical potential related to the probability density, whose time-dependent expression could be explicitly be written as (2) or in terms of a nonequilibrium work term ΔW as follows:
The time-evolution of the system could be described as a generalized diffusion process over a potential landscape in the space of mesoscopic variables Υ. This process is driven by a generalized mesoscopic-thermodynamic force (∂/dΥ)(μ/T) whose explicit stochastic origin could be tracked back by means of a Fokker-Planck-like analysis [26, 27] . MNET seems to be a good candidate theory for describing nonequilibrium thermodynamics for small systems, provided that one has a suitable model or microscopic means to infer the probability distribution P(Υ, t).
MNET and similar approaches are appropriate to deal with activated processes, like a system crossing a potential barrier. Biochemical reactions like the ones involved in signal transduction are clearly in this case. According to [27] the diffusion current in this Υ space could be written in terms of a local fugacity defined as
and the expression for the associated flux it will be
L is an Onsager-like coefficient. After defining a diffusion coefficient D and the associated affinity A = μ 2 − μ 1 , the integrated rate is given as
with
MNET then gives rise to nonlinear kinetic laws like (6). MNET has been applied successfully to biomolecular processes at the cellular level or description [28] . Non-linear kinetics are used to express, for example, RNA unfolding rates as diffusion currents, modeled via transition state theory, giving rise to Arrhenius-type non-linear equations. In that case the current was proportional to the chemical potential difference, so the entropy production was quadratic in that chemical potential gradient.
Signal transduction consists of a series of biochemical reactions, and many of these have unexplored chemical kinetics, due to this fact a detailed MNET analysis such as the one described above is unattainable at the present moment. On what follows, we will explore a phenomenologically based approach that takes into account similar considerations as the MNET framework already sketched but does so in a more informal, modeling-like manner. This phenomenological approach is based on the EIT assumption of enlargement of the thermodynamical variables space [39, 40] .
Assuming that a generalized entropy-like function Ψ exists, we can write down a Gibbs equation which may be written in the following form [38, 41] :
or as a differential form
Quantities are defined as usual, U is the internal energy per mol, T the absolute temperature, p the pressure, v the molar volume, μ i is the chemical potential for the i species, Here we are considering the presence of thermal processes, but also the energetics of three different contributions due to signal transduction: the effect of bulk chemical potentials related to concentration changes of the signaling molecules in the cellular environment (identified with the subscript i), activation kinetics (considered as generalized chemical reactions) related to the chemical affinities between ligand proteins, membrane receptors and effector proteins in the signaling cascade (identified with the subscript j), and generalized transport processes (including the effects of nonlocal dynamics and delays) considered as extended variables or generalized fluxes and forces (identified with the the subscript k).
Activation Kinetics.
We will introduce a simplealthough general-model for signal transduction including the action of ligand proteins (LPs), membrane receptors (MRs), effector proteins (EPs), and finally response proteins (RPs). In this idealized model, LPs and MRs play the role of pulls and triggers, then a series of m EP steps (not necessarily, but possibly sequential) constitute the core of the signaling cascade and finally, and the RPs when activated constitute the cell's response to the initial stimulus. The pseudo-chemical reactions could be written as follows:
MR + EP 1 −→ EP 1 (10)
EP m + RP −→ RP .
Here the superscript refers to the activated form of the molecule, that is, the form which presents the corresponding biological signaling activity. For a pictorial representation, please refer to Figure 1. 
Generalized Transport Processes. Let us recall (8).
If we write down explicit expression for second and third terms in the r.h.s. of (8) in the context of signal transduction, we have the following generalized Gibbs form:
Since signal transduction occurs within the cell, it is possible to relate an internal work term with the regulation process itself, being this a far-from equilibrium contribution. This nonlocal contribution is given by the generalized forceflux term (last term in the r.h.s. of (14)). This is so as cell signaling often does not occur in situ and also since is the only way to take into account (albeit indirectly) the changes in the local chemical potentials that cause the long tails in the fluctuations distributions characteristic of nonequilibrium small systems (e.g., cells). The term relating second messenger flows due to transduction could be written as a product of extended fluxes Φ k and forces X k . Here k = 1, . . . m refers to the different second messenger species involved.
A Minimalist Model of Signal Transduction.
In order to present a full detail of the different energetic contributions in (14) , let us consider a minimalist model consisting of just four molecules under isothermal conditions: one triggering ligand protein (LP), one membrane receptor (MR), one effector protein (EP), and one response protein (RP). In such case we have the following 3 pseudoreactions:
That will give rise to the following form of (14):
Equation (18) considers the energies of formation for four molecules (as given by the μ's), the energies of activation of three species (as given by the chemical affinities A's) as well as the energies related with transport of the active species, given by their respective thermodynamic forces (X's). If we now refer to (6) for the definition of signaling fluxes [25, 28] , we can write down expressions for the Φ's, namely,
Hence their temporal derivatives are given by:
If we consider, as it is often done in irreversible thermodynamics, that the thermodynamic forces X's are proportional to the fluxes Φ's, with proportionality constant R, we have
We now define the following generalized transport coefficients:
By substitution of (22) to (28) in (18) we have 
Equation (29) gives a complete irreversible thermodynamical description of the minimal model given by (15) to (17) . The model is then to be supplemented with the appropriate constitutive relations; in this case, the time evolution for the concentrations, chemical potentials, and chemical affinities as given by biochemical kinetics.
The free-energy coupling given by the corresponding generalized Maxwell relations (since d t G is an exact differential form, integrability conditions imply the existence of Maxwell-like relations [41] ), as well as Gibbs-Duhem constrains (not all the concentrations and chemical potentials are independent) once explicit kinetics are given, constitutes the energetic core behind the complex processes of signal transduction. This is possibly the key contribution of this work, the explicit derivation from a nonequilibrium thermodynamics formalism showing that cell signaling control is, indeed, an energy-driven process. Of course, free-energy transduction has been known to be responsible for the initiation of signaling cascades. However, our model has shown that every step of the process is controlled and locked via the local chemical potentials even in the presence of stochasticity and fluctuations, provided that the assumptions of MNET hold.
Case Study: FAS Signaling in Apoptosis
An important family of signal transduction pathways is related with the onset and regulation of programmed cellular death or, apoptosis. Any functional disruption in the balance that apoptotic cells encounter may affect death signaling thus leading to diseases ranging from cancer in the case of subnormal apoptosis to degenerative disorders in supernormal apoptosis. Hence the control of the process as given by signal transduction pathways is of foremost relevance. One of the simplest example of such pathways is apoptosis regulation by FAS signaling. FAS is a cell-surface receptor protein that when triggered by an stimulus induces apoptosis in FASexpressing cells. This process is highly linked with immune response, as the ligand for FAS, FAS-L, is mostly present on cytotoxic T cells and TH1 cells central players in innate immunity. FAS is composed of an extracellular region, one transmembrane domain, and an intracellular region. FAS activity is governed by interaction with its ligand (FAS-L). Activation of FAS through binding to its ligand or FAS antibody induces apoptosis, which has been confirmed by many experiments [42] .
In order for signal transduction to occur, cross-linking of FAS with its ligand must occur. FAS trimerizes to properly bind to its ligand, which exists as a trimer. This creates a clustering of FAS that is necessary for signaling. In its intracellular region, FAS contains a conserved sequence deemed as death domain. An adaptor protein, FADD, interacts with the death domain on the FAS receptor. Subsequent binding to another region of FADD by procaspase 8 promotes grouping of pro-caspase 8 molecules bound to each of the clustered FADD proteins. This entire cluster is sometimes called a death-inducing signaling complex, or DISC [43] . Pro-caspase 8 transactivates itself once grouped, cleaving and releasing active caspase 8 molecules intracellularly.
As is clear from Figure 2 , there is a correspondence between the model given by (15) to (17) and direct FAS signaling (Figure 2 ). In this case the ligand protein (LP) is the FAS-L molecule, the membrane receptor (MR) is FAS-R that when activated (MR ) becomes FAS and then interacts with the effector protein (EP), in this case FADD, that carries the biosignal activating procaspase-8 (a response protein) that when activated (RP ) becomes caspase-8, the molecule responsible for the no-return apoptotic response leading to cellular death.
FAS signaling is a well-characterized process [45] , some thermodynamic parameters may be thus obtained by experiments [46, 47] or by means of molecular simulations [48] . This is the case of activation energies-especially when activation occurs by means of ATP produced by oxidative phosphorylation-and free energies of formation. However, transport processes have not been measured accurately (and in most cases have not been even measured at all). Being signaling pathways so important for the understanding of cell function, and in many instances for their biomedical importance as pharmacological targets; we hope that this situation soon will change. At the present moment, some insight on particular signaling pathways may be obtained by molecular dynamics simulations [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . Experimental techniques have been refined that allow thermomolecular characterization of signaling processes. The technical challenges are, however, gigantic. Cell-signaling thermodynamic parameters must be experimentally measured by combining many different methodologies involving different scales of description: protein-protein electrostatic interactions, the electrohydrodynamic effect of the medium, cleavage and protein structure, free energies of folding/unfolding, transport processes, and so forth. Nonetheless, progress is being made in the actual realization of such experimental challenges, by using a clever combination of surface plasmon resonance (SPR), isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), and ultracentrifugation (UC) of the thermodynamics of T-cell signaling in the MHC pathway have been unveiled [55] .
SPR is extensively used to study receptor/ligand binding both qualitatively and quantitatively. However, results are commonly ambiguous, and every conclusion needs to be independently verified. SPR provides both kinetic and equilibrium data; data acquisition is fast, comparative studies are easily performed, and low affinities can be detected with relatively low amounts of protein. The accuracy of the SPRderived kinetic constants depends crucially on other various parameters such as mass transport, sensor chip capacity, and flow rate. In conclusion, SPR experiments are useful but partial and sometimes even dubious. In contrast, equilibrium methods, such as ITC, often result in more reliable, specially when used in conjunction with SPR and analytical techniques as ultracentrifugation in which sedimentation velocity, and equilibrium experiments provide insight into the hydrodynamic and thermodynamic properties of the sample, thus enabling the inference of transport parameters and free energies via association constants; on the other hand, SPR experiments could shed some light on biochemical kinetics and their associated relaxation times [55] . ITC has also used in the experimental analysis of the interaction between TRAF and tumor necrosis factor receptors [56] .
FAS signaling proceeds by typical physicochemical mechanisms. Being this the case, common ranges for the parameters in cell signaling may be used as proxy values instead. For instance, the characteristic concentration of signaling protein molecules ranges from 0.01 to 1 μ-molar, with molecule counts between 120,000 and 20,000,000 depending on molecular weights and type of cell [57] . RAS concentration in HeLa cells has been measured to be 0.4 μ-molar [58] . Thresholding signal duration times for whole processes range between 2 minutes and 24 hours. NF-κB signaling (which is related with FAS signaling) takes about 320 minutes in epithelial cells [59, 60] .
In order to figure out the order of magnitude of kinetic parameters, let us consider the case of the values of fluxes and dissociation constants in the Wnt-signaling pathway [61] . Dissociation constants for several second messenger molecules range around 10-1200 nM, with protein concentrations in the 15 to 100 nM regime. The degradation flux of β-catenin via the proteasome is 25 nM/h. The characteristic time of the associated phosphorylation-dephosphorylation switch is 2.5 minutes for APC. Relaxation times for GSk3-β association/dissociation is 1 minute, and that of Axin degradation is 6 minutes [61] . Decay rates (half-life times) t 1/2 , for signaling molecules in the MAPK pathway and the STAT pathway, are valued between 0.75 and 24 h [57] . More closely related with FAS signaling, duration times on switch of apoptosis and duration of apoptotic death in HeLa cells exposed to different levels of TRAIL are between 19 and 27 minutes for switching and between 140 and 660 minutes for cell death [62] . Rate constants for diffusionlimited enzymes may vary around 10 8 and 10 10 M −1 s −1 [63] although there are other kinetic mechanisms for second messengers that in some cases seem to be cell-type specific [64] , these figures may serve as reference to infer chemical kinetic behavior since the general behavior seems to be quite common [65] . Once the rate constants are measured, one can infer activation energies from them, following a kinetic model [66] .
In relation to energetics, it is known that ATP hydrolysis releases between 28 and 33.5 kJ/mol [67] depending on cell type and condition whereas for other energy-rich compounds involved in substrate level phosphorylation range around 23.44 and 88 kJ/mol [68] . Free energy profiles may also help us to understand the role that proteincoupling plays in cell signaling. In Ras signaling, for instance, binding free energy determines the fate of Ras/Raf dynamics [69] . Diffusion coefficients measured inside the cell differ according to cell medium and molecule size. Inside the cell nucleus typical diffusion constants vary between 10 and 100 μm 2 /s [70] . In reference with signaling proteins, this is usually also the case even in cytoplasm and/or aqueous solution. [73] . The combination of different experimental/computational modeling techniques and estimated parameters just sketched may allow to construct quantitative thermodynamic models for cell signaling, following the lines of the present work, in the near future.
Discussion
Signaling transduction is a quite complex yet extremely important physicochemical phenomenon in cell biology. As we have seen cellular signaling is characterized by a combination of stochastic effects, activation biochemical kinetics, and multiple transport processes all setup in a far-from thermodynamic equilibrium setting. Is is known that free-energy transduction plays a key role in the process of signaling cascades. For this reason a nonequilibrium thermodynamics description at the mesoscopic level is desirable. In the present work we have presented such a formalism in the context of MNET [26] .
The role of stochasticity is taken into account (albeit in an indirect way) by means of incorporating the probability distribution for the nonequilibrated degrees of freedom into a generalized chemical potential as is described in (2) to (6) . In this scheme, the thermodynamic forces (equations (25) to (27) )-that reflect in a coarse grained way the effect of stochasticity-are identified as the gradients in the space of mesoscopic variables of the logarithm of the ratio of the probability density to its equilibrium value. The main idea is to generalize the definition of the chemical potential to account for these additional mesoscopic variables. Thus it is possible to assume that the evolution of these degrees of freedom is described by a diffusion process and formulate the corresponding Gibbs equation.
The effect of generalized transport processes related with the distribution of relaxation times of the kinetics (it takes some (in general different) time for every biochemical reaction to activate the corresponding signaling molecule) and nonlocalities in the molecular processes (i.e., a second messenger has to travel some distance, say by diffusion, until it reaches its target molecule) is given by the last term at the r.h.s. of (14) . In particular, relaxation times for the coarsegrained processes are given in terms of generalized transport coefficients (28) . Our formalism is written in such a way that we can distinguish between local equilibrium effects (corresponding to the energetics of non-activated molecules at the top of the signaling cascade, as given by the first 4 terms at the r.h.s. of (29)), deterministic activation kinetics depending exclusively on the rate equations for the chemical reactions (corresponding to the 5th to 7th terms at the r.h.s. of (29)), and far-from equilibrium effects, involving both stochasticity and transport processes (terms 8th-13th at the r.h.s. of (29) ) involving the dynamics of the evolution of nonconserved variables. We could think of this structure as a hierarchy in which trains of signals are coupled with each other via their relative relaxation times (as given by the corresponding generalized transport coefficients, (28) ).
The potential application of such a formalism is wide, in particular with respect to the detailed study of the dynamics for important biological pathways. Consider, for instance, the extremely important scenario of calcium signaling. Phenomena like calcium waves [74, 75] and calcium-induced calcium release [76] could be understood more clearly (and even modeled and simulated) in the light of a nonequilibrium thermodynamic description like the one presented above. For instance, the role of energy releasing pathways in the dynamics and control of cell signaling under a system biology-like philosophy becomes almost crystal clear. In turn these free-energy triggers may be appropriate candidates for pharmacological targets for drug-therapy in cases of diseases associated with abnormal signaling. This may be the case of cardiac arrhythmias, neurological disorders [75, 77] , and metabolic diseases [76] .
Of course, such general modeling strategy has some drawbacks. On the one hand being a fully thermodynamical description, this framework depends entirely on experimental data for the activation kinetics and other constitutive relations or in any case in a good set of molecular simulations. On the other hand, ultrafast kinetics may be accompanied by noncompensated stochasticity that could not be handled entirely under the MNET paradigm. In conclusion, much work has still to be done in order to establish the validity and feasibility of these physical models into biological and biomedical research.
